Situation
Succinctly explain why you are doing this work. What is the situation, problem, or issue that creates the need for this program?
Approximately 100 words (75 more than shown here).

What We Did
What has K-State Research and Extension done to address the situation? Briefly explain the process and activities included in your educational program.
Approximately 75 words (about 40 words more than this). This should be the shortest section.

Outcomes
Identify the outcomes of the program.
What behaviors or practices have clientele changed or adopted?
If applicable, explain changes in economic, environmental, or social condition that have occurred.
Approximately 125 words (add nearly 100 to what is shown here).

Success story (optional)
These might be stories about the entire program or from part of the program. The stories may be about benefits to clientele or actual testimonials from participants.
Approximately 75 words (add another 45 words).

The number of words in each section is somewhat flexible, but the total for the page should not exceed 375 words.
Your text should make it evident which of the grand challenges your work addresses.
If attaching a picture, it should be the original jpg or high-resolution Photoshop file.